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together without speaking a single word. My mother in vain remonstrated over my sickeningly doleful letters,, and told me to " catch all the sunbeams within reach; " I could only reply there were no sunbeams to catch — that "you would think at. meals that you were in the Inquisition from the coldr morose, joyless, motionless faces around the table." Then Aunt Esther would make my mother urge me to accept all these small trials, these "guidings," in a more Christian spirit, which made me furious: I could not express religious sentiments when such sentiments were quite unborn. Besides, I might have-answered that " when St. Paul said we were to put off. the old man, he did not mean we were to put on the old woman."1 I also wrote to my mother —
" We are in the last extremities as regards food. I will give you a perfectly correct account of the last few days.. Saturday, dinner, boiled beef. Sunday, breakfast, ditto, cold with bread and butter. Luncheon, a very small portion of ditto with dry bread and part of the rind of a, decayed cheese. Dinner, a little of ditto with a doughy plum-tart. Monday, breakfast, ditto with two very small square pieces of bread. Luncheon, ditto with bread and . . . butter ! Dinner, ditto and a rice-pudding. Tuesday, breakfast, ditto; luncheon, a very small fragment of ditto and one potato apiece doled round. Dinner, ditto. Wednesday, breakfast, scraps of ditto; luncheon, fat and parings, of ditto. We all have to sit and do our work now by the light of a single bed-candle. Oh! I am more thankful every day that you will at last let me leave this place.. Any change must be for the better, and I should not mind if it was to the centre of the desert, if I could only feel I 1 Hugh Stuart Brown.

